BOARD OF PRIVATE DETECTIVES & GUARDS

BOARD APPROVED SECURITY GUARD TRAINING INSTRUCTORS & CURRICULUM PROVIDERS PERMITTED TO USE REMOTE TECHNOLOGY

- **Ka’ana’ikepono, LLC**
  Phone: (808) 870-6780
  [Kaanaike@gmail.com](mailto:Kaanaike@gmail.com)

  Taught and provided by:  • Craig Tanaka

- **Solutions-4-Security**
  Phone (808) 494-8400

  Taught and provided by:  • Danilo Abadilla, Kauai Community College
  • Randle “Randy” Crowe
  • Benjamin Forsyth
  • David Heaukulani
  • Wes Kaui, Kauai Community College
  • Jason Klohs
  • Lawton Mauai
  • Chi Mok
  • Anthony Pajela
  • Sonny Salanoa
  • James Sanborn
  • Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.
  • Miles Tanabe, Kauai Community College
  • Debra Yeung, Sullivan Family Company

- **Transcend Inc.**
  Phone: (808) 674-8601

  Taught and provided by:  • Lee Burgwinkel
  • Steven K. Cummings
  • Lemoine Dawson Jr.
  • Ray Duropan
  • Martha Fontana-Kwon
  • Joy Hodel
  • Edward Howard
  • Eric Hurd

Updated 12/17/2021
• Christopher Lum Lee
• Rodney Kahalepuna
• Kaipo Miller
• Darren Nihei
• David Parker
• Donald Pilker
• Jose Solorio
• Craig Tavares
• Thomas Toyozaki
• Michael Tsuda
• Bryan Wauke
• Todd Wellman

• United Courier Services, Inc.
  Phone (808) 944-8888
  http://www.united-courier-armored-hawaii.com/

  Taught and provided by:  • Kenneth Lam